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Press Release 
Baden, September 5, 2018 

 
The 16th Fantoche is launched 
After the closed opening ceremony, the 16th International Animated Film Festival launched an 
«Opening Selection» of short films and the Swiss premiere of «Funan» in the presence of director 
Denis Do. Over the next five days, the audience can expect a broad program for all generations: A total 
of 264 short and feature films, including around 73 short films from 24 countries in the competition, 21 
current feature films, plus AR and VR experiences to try out, the anniversary exhibition of the GSFA, a 
Swiss Industry Night followed by Fantoche Industry Day and various workshops. The festival celebrates 
animation in its full spectrum. 

Stadtammann Markus Schneider, Regierungsrat Stefan Attiger, Councilor Pascale Bruderer, the festival 
director Annette Schindler and some greek gods welcomed the approximately 400 invited guests, 
consisting of politicians, filmmakers, sponsors, partners, Fantoche friends and fans of the animated film 
in a «doucement sexy» varied opening show. Stadtammann Markus Schneider emphasizes the 
significance of Fantoche for the city of Baden and is looking forward to visitors and filmmakers from all 
over the world as well as to «this wealth of productions from Switzerland and abroad. This variety of 
topics, which promise poetry, excitement, entertainment - and also sensuality!» The festival director 
quotes recent statistics, according to which women in the Swiss film continue to be neglected the same 
promotion and financial support in comparison to their male collegues and wants to counteract this 
trend in the framework of Fantoche: «That's why women's voices will be heard in all corners of the 
festival: by curators, female jury members, by many filmmakers (46% of all Fantoche films are by 
women), even by a female pastor.» 

Focus Latvia 
A Latvian choir set the spotlight on our focus: Latvia is an «amour eternel» by Fantoche, continues 
Annette Schindler. «Latvian filmmakers have been represented in competitions for many years, as well 
as appearing in other programs at the festival. Their expressions, stories, and their passion for films are 
just perfect for Fantoche. The 100th anniversary of Latvia is therefore a welcome external occasion to 
present its animation history and presence.» 

Competition 
In the categories «International Competition», «Swiss Competition» and «Competition for Children's 
Films», 73 animated short films from 24 countries will present themselves to the jury and the audience. 
This year two Swiss productions will also be represented in the international competition: «SELFIES» 
by Claudius Gentinetta and «Crossing Over» by Lotti Bauer. A total of 2349 films were submitted from 
87 countries, including Rwanda, Iraq, Lebanon, French Guiana, Uzbekistan or Kazakhstan. Most 
submissions came from the US (354), Great Britain (214), France (180) and Germany (122) - a striking 



	

 

number from Canada (105), Russia (85), Taiwan (83). From Switzerland there were 84 submissions. 
Out of all of these 30 films will be shown «hors concours». 

 
In case of questions about this Press release: 
Philine Erni, media@fantoche.ch, +41 79 127 52 12 
Images to download in high resolution can be found here. 

 
Programme: fantoche.ch/en/2018/programme  
Doucement Sexy: fantoche.ch/en/2018/programme/doucement-sexy 
Focus Latvia: fantoche.ch/en/focus-latvia 
Langfilme: fantoche.ch/en/2018/programme/latest-feature-films 
Animation goes multimedia: fantoche.ch/en/2018/programme/animation-goes-multimedia 
Swiss Industry Night: fantoche.ch/en/2018/programme/swiss-industry-night 
Fantoche Industry Day: fantoche.ch/en/2018/programme/fantoche-industry-day 

Festival-Trailer: vimeo.com/282510449 

twitter.com/fantoche_baden 
facebook.com/fantoche.ch 
instagram.com/fantoche_festival 
youtube.com/FantocheAnimation 
vimeo.com/fantoche 
#fantoche #fantoche2018 
 


